Identifying user consumption intention from social media is of great interests to downstream applications. Since such task is domain-dependent, deep neural networks have been applied to learn transferable features for adapting models from a source domain to a target domain. A basic idea to solve this problem is reducing the distribution difference between the source domain and the target domain such that the transfer error can be bounded. However, the feature transferability drops dramatically in higher layers of deep neural networks with increasing domain discrepancy. Hence, previous work has to use a few target domain annotated data to train domain-specific layers. In this paper, we propose a deep transfer learning framework for consumption intention identification, to reduce the data bias and enhance the transferability in domainspecific layers. In our framework, the representation of the domain-specific layer is mapped to a reproducing kernel Hilbert space, where the mean embeddings of different domain distributions can be explicitly matched. By using an optimal tree kernel method for measuring the mean embedding matching, the domain discrepancy can be effectively reduced. The framework can learn transferable features in a completely unsupervised manner with statistical guarantees. Experimental results on five different domain datasets show that our approach dramatically outperforms state-of-the-art baselines, and it is general enough to be applied to more scenarios. The source code and datasets can be found at http://ir.hit.edu.cn/\% 7exding/index_english.htm.
Introduction
People used to express their needs and requirements on social media platforms in natural languages. One kind of such contents may explicitly or implicitly indicate the user wants to buy some specific products or services, which we refer to as user consumption intention. For example, "Planning to buy * Corresponding author an iPhone X, is it worth?" implies that the user may want to buy "iPhone X". Ding et al. [2015] showed that consumption intentions are domain-dependent.
For such practical task, the performance of supervised learning models with insufficient training data cannot be satisfactory for applications, while manual annotating of sufficient training data for all domains is an almost impossible mission. Hence, a fruitful line of prior work explores transfer learning technology to reduce the human labeling efforts, by leveraging sufficient annotated data from the relevant source domain to the unlabeled target domain. The goal of domain adaptation is to transfer invariant structures or features from the source domain to the target domain, such that the distribution discrepancy of different domains can be alleviated. There are two main challenges for this task. On the one hand, how to reduce domain discrepancy places the first hurdle in adaptation models across domains. On the other hand, how to learn transferable feature representations would be a major bottleneck for the designing of domain adaptation mechanism.
A number of effective methods have been proposed to address the first challenge, by learning domain-invariant shallow features or re-weighting instances to reduce domain discrepancy. However, this line of work can only exploit explicit feature transferring and needs some labeled data to train the target domain model, which has been shown its limitation on domain adaptation [Long et al., 2015] . Hence, Pan et al. [2008] proposed exploring a latent space, which can minimize the distance between distributions of the data in different domains, so that even when the target domain has no labeled data, they can still achieve a good performance. Pan et al. [2008] used Maximum Mean Discrepancy (MMD) [Huang et al., 2007] to estimate the distance between different distributions, which has been shown more powerful than KullbackLeibler (KL) divergence and Bregman divergence [Si et al., 2010] . However, the limitation of MMD is that it depends on nonlinear kernel mapping to compute distribution discrepancy, and kernel-based MMD may suffer from vanishing gradients for low-bandwidth kernels. Some frequently-used kernels may not capture very complex distances in high dimensional spaces such as natural languages. Hence, kernel selection for specific tasks, especially for natural language processing (NLP) tasks is very important.
Recently, deep neural network has shown its power of learning transferable feature representations for cross do-mains [Long et al., 2017] . Deep neural network can learn representations that capture underlying factors, a subset of which may be relevant for each particular domain [Bengio et al., 2013] . However, deep features are transited from general to specific along the network, and feature transferability drops dramatically in higher layers with increasing domain discrepancy. It means that the features represented by higher layers are domain-specific and cannot be directly transferred to other domains [Yosinski et al., 2014] . Hence, previous work can only transfer features represented by lower layers in the network and has to use annotated data to train parameters of higher domain-specific layers [Oquab et al., 2014] .
In this paper, we propose an MMD-powered deep neural network framework for the task of domain adaptive consumption intention identification. In the framework, for lower layers, parameters can be directly transferred from the source domain to the target domain. For higher domain-specific layers, we use MMD to compare distributions of the source domain and the target domain in a reproducing kernel Hilbert space (RKHS). According to the MMD theory , the distance between distributions of two domain data is equivalent to the distance between the means of the two domain data mapped into an RKHS. The goal of our model is to train parameters of the higher layers such that the distributions of the source and target domain data can be close to each other. In other words, we want to find a feature map to minimize the distance between distributions of the source domain and the target domain. As the performance of two sample matching based on MMD is subject to the kernel choices, we employ a tree kernel method to reduce the domain discrepancy. Tree kernel function is widely used in NLP community [Culotta and Sorensen, 2004] , as it can well capture the syntactic and semantic structures of sentences. In this paper, we model the tree structures of input sentences based on Tree-LSTM [Tai et al., 2015] .
The major contributions of the work presented in this paper are summarized as follows.
• We propose an MMD-powered deep neural network framework for the task of domain adaptive consumption intention identification, in which features of all layers can be transferred from the source domain to the target domain in a completely unsupervised manner.
• We explore tree kernel method for adapting deep representations, which substantially improves the performance of MMD in NLP tasks.
• Comprehensive experiments show that our approach can achieve better performance compared with state-of-theart baseline methods evaluated on five domain adaptation datasets. We believe that the generalization ability of the proposed framework is strong enough to be applied to more NLP tasks.
Background

Consumption Intention Identification
Social media has become a popular venue for individuals to express their needs and desires. Such data can provide important resources for companies to identify users' consumption intentions, so that well-selected products or services can be recommended. A post with consumption intention means that it can explicitly or implicitly indicate that the individual may want to purchase some specific products or services [Ding et al., 2015] . For example, a real tweet "Finally decided to buy a new computer." explicitly indicates that the individual wants to buy a "computer". Meanwhile, the post "Winter is coming, time to change clothes." does not explicitly state what product the individual wants to buy. But according to the semantic analysis of the sentence, we can speculate that the individual may want to buy "winter clothes". Given an arbitrary domain sentence, our task is to identify whether it contains consumption intention or not. To this end, we build an MMD-based domain adaptation deep neural network framework to transfer knowledge from the source domain to the target domain in a completely unsupervised manner. There are five domain datasets: movie (M), booking air tickets (A), booking train tickets (T), phone (P), computer (C), for evaluating the effectiveness of our proposed model. Table 1 lists the examples of positive and negative instances in these domain datasets.
Maximum Mean Discrepancy in Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Space
The main challenge of domain adaptation is to estimate and minimize the difference in the probability distributions between the source domain and the target domain. There are a number of methods to estimate the distance between different distributions, such as KL divergence and Bregman divergence. However, these criteria are parametric as they require an intermediate density estimate. To approach this problem, we use MMD as a nonparametric estimation of the distance between different distributions, which compares distributions based on reproducing kernel Hilbert space. More specifically, we explore statistical tests of the null hypothesis that these distributions are equal, against the alternative hypothesis that these distributions are different. In this paper, we propose using the tree kernel variant of MMD (TK-MMD) to maximize two-sample test power and minimize the Type II error (the distributions are equal that is accepted despite the underlying distributions being different). Formally, given two distributions p and q from the source domain and the target domain, respectively, we test whether p and q are different on the basis of samples
.., z t n } independently and identically distributed (i.i.d.) drawn from each of p and q, respectively, in a reproducing kernel Hilbert space H. MMD is a kernel two-sample test, which accepts or rejects the null hypothesis p = q based on the generated samples from different distributions. MMD is defined as follows:
where H is a class of functions and φ(·) is the nonlinear feature mapping that induces H. The mean embedding of distribution p in H is a unique element µ
H must be rich enough to distinguish any two distributions and MMD can be defined as the distance between their mean embeddings:
The feature mapping takes the canonical form and Christmann, 2008] , where k(x s , z t ) : X s × Z t → R is positive definite, and the notation k(x s , ·) indicates the kernel has one argument at x and the second is free. Given that in an RKHS, we can obtain the square MMD,
H , in terms of kernel functions, and a corresponding unbiased finite sample estimate. In this paper, we use an estimate of the MMD to compare the square distance between the empirical kernel mean embeddings as
where MMD[p, q] is an unbiased estimator of MMD [p, q] . The goal for this paper is to find an abstract feature representation through which the source and target domains are similar [Ben-David et al., 2007] . To this end, we explore tree kernel based MMD to enhance the transferability of feature representation in neural network. Tree structure can well capture the semantic information of sentences. Hence, TK-MMD can better distinguish different distributions in RKHS for NLP tasks, so that it can strengthen the domain adaptation power and reduce the domain adaptation errors.
Domain Adaptive Consumption Intention Identification Model
In this paper, we formulate consumption intention identification as a classification problem and propose a domain adaptive consumption intention identification model (DACI) in a completely unsupervised manner to solve it. In an unsupervised transfer learning setting, sufficient annotated data are available in the source domain D src = n . Our task is to learn transferable features that can bridge cross-domain discrepancy and predict the labels y t j in the target domain using source domain supervision, based on a deep neural network framework.
As shown in Figure 1 , the framework consists of two steps. We first use Tree-LSTM [Tai et al., 2015] to learn tree structured feature representations for the input sentences, and the parameters of feature representation layers can be directly transferred from the source domain to the target domain. Then we use a fully connected layer to connect the feature representation layer and the output layer. The parameters of the fully connected layer should be transferred via TK-MMD. In the following sections, we introduce each step in detail.
Feature Representation Learning
Exploring tree structures of sentences has been proven effective for NLP tasks. In this section, we start with introducing how to use Tree-LSTM [Tai et al., 2015] to learn feature representations. We use Dependency Tree-LSTM, as dependency parsers can help us understand the relations between words and it is crucial for the task of consumption intention identification. The Tree-LSTM can be formulated by the following set of equations.
The c t is the cell state and h t is the hidden state. The W
and U ( * ) are the weight parameters, and b ( * ) is the bias. denotes the element-wise multiplication.
We regard the output vector in the last hop as the feature, and feed it to a softmax layer for classification. The model -18) is trained in a supervised manner by minimizing the cross entropy error of consumption intention classification, whose loss function is given below, where C means all training instances, L is the label set of whether the input sentence contains intention, (x s , y s ) means a sentence-label pair.
is the probability of predicting (x s , y s ) as category l produced by our model. p g l (x s , y s ) is 1 or 0, indicating whether the correct answer is l. θ stands for the parameters of Tree-LSTM. λ is an L2 regularization hyperparameter. We use back propagation to calculate the gradients of all the parameters, and update them with stochastic gradient descent.
Maximum Mean Discrepancy
Tree-LSTM is effective for the domain with sufficient training data. The main challenge is that the target domain has no annotated data, and hence directly adapting Tree-LSTM to the target domain is impossible. In standard LSTM, deep features eventually transit from general to specific by the last layer (fully connected layer) of the network, and the transferability gap increases with the domain discrepancy [Yosinski et al., 2014] . Specifically, the fully connected (fc) layer is tailored to their source domain disregarding its performance on the target domain, hence it cannot be directly transferred to the target domain. In this paper, we first train Tree-LSTM on the source domain annotated data, and then make the distributions of the source and target to become similar under the mathing of the hidden representations of the fc layer. This can be realized by adding a TK-MMD-based adaptation regularizer function (2) to the Tree-LSTM loss function (5):
where γ > 0 is a penalty parameter. In our settings, parameters of feature representation layers in Tree-LSTM can be directly transferred from the source domain to the target domain. The parameters of the fc layer should be transferred via TK-MMD. The goal of our model is to find the parameters in Tree-LSTM that can minimize J (θ).
Training
As shown in Eq. (3), the computation complexity of MMD 2 is O(m + n) 2 , which may limit the efficiency of Tree-LSTM learning from large-scale data. Gretton et al. [2012] proposed a linear complexity estimation of MMD 2 instead. When m = n, a slightly simpler empirical estimate may be used. Let U := (u 1 , . . . , u m ) be m i.i.d random variables, where u := (x s , z t ) ∼ p × q (i.e., x s and z t are independent). An unbiased estimate of MMD 2 is
where We train Tree-LSTM with mini-batch SGD, and compute the gradient of loss function Eq. (6) 
Experiments
We compare DACI with state-of-the-art transfer learning baselines on five different domain datasets, focusing on the efficiency of adaption with tree-kernel MMD.
Data Description
We collected a large-scale microblog corpus for training initial word embedding from Sina Weibo. The corpus contains 20 million posts, 76 million sentences and 1.3 billion words.
To our knowledge, there is no public corpus for evaluating the task of domain adaptive consumption intention identification. Hence, we constructed a manually annotated sub corpus. As mentioned in Section 2, to evaluate the transferability of our model, we annotated five domain datasets (Phone domain datasets are from ). Detail statistics of training, development and test sets are shown in Table 2 . For all sentences in our data, two annotators are asked to annotate whether it contains user consumption intention.
The agreement between our two annotators, measured using Cohen's Kappa Coefficient [Cohen, 1968] , is substantial (kappa = 0.74 for consumption intention identification). We evaluate our model across the 20 transfer tasks: M → A, M → T, M → P, M → C, A → M, A → T, and so on.
Baseline Methods
We compare with the following baseline methods. transferring deep features by augmenting CNN with a new gradient adaptation layer. 6. CNN+MMD [Long et al., 2016] : CNN is used as the basic consumption intention classification model, and MMD is used to transfer task-specific layer's parameters from the source domain to the target domain. 7. LSTM+MMD: LSTM is used as the basic consumption intention classification model, to show the effectiveness of Tree-LSTM.
Results and Discussion
We first train DACI on the source domain, and then apply it to the target domain. Table 3 shows the classification accuracy (%) of the baseline systems as well as our methods on consumption intention identification. From the experimental results, we can make the following observations.
(1) Comparing with SFA and SCL, DACI achieved dramatically better performance, suggesting that deep neural network based methods can outperform conventional transfer learning methods by a large margin. This is mainly because deep neural networks can learn feature representations that capture underlying factors, a subset of which may be relevant for several particular domains .
(2) DACI also outperformed CNN and Tree-LSTM, which directly transfers features from the source domain to the target domain. This confirms that while general features can generalize to other domains, specific features tailored to the domain cannot help bridge the domain discrepancy. MMD can effectively minimize domain discrepancy via meanembedding matching of the multi-layer representations across domains in a reproducing kernel Hilbert space.
(3) DACI achieved better performance than LSTM+MMD and CNN+MMD, which indicates that tree structured feature representations and tree kernel based MMD are more effective for enhancing feature transferability in NLP tasks, especially in consumption intention identification.
(4) Comparing between DACI and CNN+GRL, DACI also achieved better performance. The main reason is that MMDbased DACI can directly and explicitly reduce the domain discrepancy between the source domain and the target domain, compared to CNN+GRL.
(5) Most baseline methods cannot achieve consistently good performance over all transferring pairs. This is mainly because there is a large domain discrepancy between some domains. People may express their needs with different language patterns in different domains, which exacerbates domain discrepancy. Hence, baseline methods can achieve good performance on transferring pairs with small domain discrepancy, such as T → A and P → C; but the performance signifi- To show the effectiveness of our method, we also compare with CNN and Tree-LSTM model trained on the sufficient annotated data without transferring. Experimental results (accuracy) are shown in Table 4 . We only record the best transferring results of DACI in Table 4 . The following observations can be made. (1) In some domains (e.g., A, P and C), unsupervised domain adaptation method can achieve comparative performance with supervised model. (2) Tree-LSTM outperforms CNN, which implies that Tree-LSTM can capture more semantic information of input sentences than CNN.
Parameter Sensitivity
We investigate the effects of the parameter γ. Figure 2 illustrates the variation of DACI's performance as γ ∈ {0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1, 1.25, 1.5, 1.75, 2} on tasks: P→C, P→M, T→A, and T→M. We find that the accuracy first increases and then decreases as γ varies. This confirms that a good trade-off between learning deep features and adapting distribution discrepancy can enhance feature transferability.
Related Work
Consumption Intention Identification
Identifying online users' commercial intents has attracted much attention [Dai et al., 2006; Hollerit et al., 2013; Lo et al., 2016] . Dai et al. [2006] first proposed to identify search queries that contain online commercial intention. Recently, social media has opened a new avenue for research on the consumption intention identification and a lot of interesting problems have been proposed. investigated the use of social media data to identify fundamental needs for individuals through a crowd-sourced study. mainly focused on identifying trend-driven commercial intents from microblogs. Hollerit et al. [2013] proposed to identify tweet-level commercial intents and link buyers and sellers. Ding et al. [2015] developed a consumption intention mining model based on convolutional neural network, for identifying whether the user has a consumption intention cross different domains. Lo et al. [2016] studied user activity and purchasing behavior with the goal of building models of time-varying user purchasing intent. Agarwal and Sureka [2017] and developed a cascaded ensemble learning classifier for identifying the posts having racist or radicalized intent. Our work adds to this line of work by performing a domain adaptive consumption intention identification model via tree kernel based maximum mean discrepancy. In contrast to previous work, we are among the first to address domain adaptation problem for consumption intention identification in a completely unsupervised manner.
Transfer Learning with Deep Neural Networks
The main challenge of transfer learning is how to reduce the discrepancy in data distributions across domains. Previous work learns a shallow representation model by which domain discrepancy is minimized, which cannot well capture underlying shared factors of variations [Pan et al., 2008] . Deep neural networks can learn abstract representations that disentangle semantic information behind text data and extract transferable factors underlying different scenarios [LeCun et al., 2015] . Nevertheless, deep neural networks can only reduce, but not remove, the cross-domain discrepancy [Yosinski et al., 2014] . A fruitful line of prior work on deep domain adaptation explores effective domain discrepancy measurement and matching methods to boost transfer performance [Ding et al., 2015] . However, deep features eventually transit from general to specific along the network, and feature transferability drops dramatically in higher layers with increasing domain discrepancy. Hence, Long et al. [2015] employed MMD to enhance the feature transferability of high layers in deep neural networks. This line of work mainly focuses on the area of computational vision. Our work adds to this line of work by using a more effective deep neural networkTree-LSTM in NLP community to learn tree structured feature representations, and exploring TK-MMD to enhance the feature transferability of fully connected layers in LSTM.
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a domain adaptive neural network architecture to identify user consumption intention in social media across domains. The architecture takes the benefits of both deep neural network and two-sample test. We show that general features from lower layers of deep neural network can be well transferred, while specific features from higher layers may intensify domain discrepancy. Feature transferability can be enhanced by TK-MMD in a reproducing kernel Hilbert space. Experiments on five different domain datasets show that our model can achieve dramatically better performance compared with state-of-the-art baseline methods. Our proposed framework is general enough to be applied to other NLP tasks, such as sentiment analysis. In the future, we will apply our framework to more scenarios.
